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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, June 10, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond. Mpls is -15, Duluth -25 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12% 13% 14% 15% 

MWN4 699^4 S -5^0 4656 24648 -344 Basis (N): +70/+110 +115/+145 +140/+180 +200/+230 

MWU4 705^6 S -4^2 2710 21041 +696 Info:  bid/cars cars/cars nom/train train/cars 

MWZ4 716^6 S -4^0 1269 18878 +48 Change: up 5/up 35 up 20/dn 25 unch/dn 5 dn 20/dn 5 

MWH5 725^2 S -4^4 105 5485 +39 Mpls Truck 20d to-arrive: +5 +40 +55 

MWK5 729^2 S -5^2 25 511 +2 Portland (N) June July Aug (NC) Sep 

MWU5 733^0 S -0^2 1 175 +1 14%proBasis  +125/+145 +115/+135 +110/+130 +90/+130 

Totals:   8,767 71,059 +441  unch/unch unch/unch unch/up 5 unch/up 5 

Cash Exchanges: 1,289 Options: 109 

Receipts on the Floor:   
116 cars and 3 trains 

Implied option vols: 
N:19% U:21% Z:21% 

Cash: DNS basis was mixed in the spot market, steady in Portland. 
Western spreaders are bid. Canadian exporters said to be not 
offering anything over 13.0% protein which is benefitting Portland.  

Commentary: 
Wheat and corn stuck with the trend today, falling to new move lows in both CN and WN on favorable 
Midwest weather and improved rain prospects for spring wheat in Russia’s dry Volga region. Fund 
selling remains heavy as asset managers rebuild the net short positions that they came into 2014 with. 
At their peaks in January, managed money gross short positions were 278,000 corn and 153,000 
wheat. That leaves a lot of bullets from last week’s reported positions—150,000 corn and 72,000 wheat 
bullets, to be exact. Our research suggests that the managed money long positions are largely static, 
self-managed index fund investments are less susceptible to technical and fundamental developments; 
this is consistent with a major push toward self-management and fee reduction on the part of large 
pension funds and other major institutional investors in recent years.  
 
Fund roll continues with 2 more days of the major commodity index funds. We continue to see a big 
push to add to bearspread positions in Chicago wheat and look at these calendar spreads as into value 
for bullspreading. The spread between US SRW and other world origins has been shrinking and all of a 
sudden we are approaching competitive levels. If managed money continues to apply itself to the short 
side of the market we may quickly find US wheat competitive in world trade. Russian wheat is offered at 
$265 per tonne landed into Egypt vs. $270 on US SRW. Calendar spreads should bottom when we run 
into demand, and the current carry structure itself may be enough to artificially rally basis as elevators 
seek to lock in storage revenue. Flat price will bottom when funds are done selling it.  
 
HRW and HRS are reluctant to follow Chicago wheat lower and hard wheat-soft wheat intermarket 
premiums are trending higher. KW-W could trade to all time highs.  Basis remains well above DVE in 
KC and calendar spread inverses are possible after the conclusion of the fund roll. Final delivery 
economics will be clearer in a few weeks as harvest progresses in KS. My HRW balance sheet 
projection for 14/15 is critically tight and argues for inverses. We are looking at Z/H at -5 and H/K 
around even as good risk/reward bullspreads. MT crop conditions are beginning to deteriorate. The 
PNW is also mired in drought, although production there is around 90% SWW. White wheat short 
hedges should be rolled to WN5. The MW N/U spread saw some roll pressure today and moved out to -
6 ¾ late. Cash traders report that Duluth stocks, although drawn down since Lakes open, are of poor 
quality and that a commercial stopper on MWN seems very unlikely. –Austin Damiani 


